why hang things on the wall when the wall is a more challenging medium?

a house of inspirations

the ability to move in and out of a drawing

"why hang things on the wall, when the wall is a more challenging medium?"
- gordon matta clark
A dynamic ensemble in which solids and voids interact.

A link as a stage

an area where unexpected things may happen

spaces between "things"

walls as spatial screens

how would the shadow of an object look?
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architecture as a unifying thread.
Buildings exist because humans have a natural desire for shelter and safety, but what sets one building apart from another? Expression. Whether it is a conversation about place, material, program, or a fanciful idea—architecture offers an interpretation of the ordinary, inviting questions, appreciation, or controversy. With the introduction of a position, a conversation begins, yielding a discussion. Ideas continue to grow and form, creating and reinforcing the continuously evolving world of the built environment. This project offers an interpretation of a way to blend the disparate elements of walls, program, and experience.

This project achieves unity through a series of architectural gestures that reinforce the program of the building and strengthen the architectural thought of connecting unlike elements. Great spatial opportunity can be found in both the building of barriers and the destruction of them. Tension between opposite conditions has great power to set the static in motion. The age, texture and weight of the existing walls are contrasted by the lightness of the new structure that breaks through the old, revealing its nature and opening it up for appreciation. The constructed nature of the new structure is contrasted by the fluidity of the poured concrete wall that ends the building and holds the project above the old. The old then becomes a tool for appreciation, while the new represents a tangible journey through the design process. The stair is the mediator between creation and display providing a sense of rest and a new perspective. An architecture of stitches is created, forming a fabric that speaks to the past, the program, and the stated intention to maximize the coexistence of each.
discover.
texture.history.neglected.undervalued
One’s perception and appreciation of the wall changes as it becomes a place to occupy, a thing to touch, a place of display, and a piece of art.

Structural brick walls have a beautiful means to withstand pieces being taken away, but the construction of the wall is often covered up by finishing the opening. By leaving the edges raw, a greater awareness can be built of the massive qualities of the wall and of the compressive nature of masonry construction. Openings progress upwards through the sequence of walls providing a way for the stair to tie them together and for the occupants to experience the wall from the inside as well as the exterior.

The brick walls play an important part in the unity and character of the project. The presence of the old becomes important as a person moves through space. The walls are encountered at many levels. At each point, one’s spatial perception changes, creating a fluid journey that mentally always ties back to the wall.
taking the banal and creating an awareness of space and construction through a violent gesture of removal that reinforces the wall’s role to support while illuminating character and history making the everyday a work of art.
context.
looking to the past to determine an appropriate future
Today, Shaw/U Street is in the midst of an extraordinary revitalization. Its excellent housing stock and close-in location is once again making it a desirable place to live; many of the fine buildings that housed its community institutions are being restored and turned to new uses; and clubs and restaurants are booming; with new ones opening almost every week. One of the most popular jazz clubs of Shaw’s heyday, the Bohemian Caverns, has recently been restored to its former glory. U Street is once again the “hot” place for nightlife, attracting a diverse crowd of young people from all over the city and the region.

The Shaw neighborhood, whose focus is U Street, NW between 7th and 16th Streets, is the heart of an African American history and culture that was unique in the United States. During the first half of the 20th century, this was the center of the professional, commercial, educational and cultural life of Washington’s black community. It was the home of America’s jazz icon Duke Ellington. The short list of great entertainers who performed in the theaters and clubs of Shaw includes Cab Calloway, Louis Armstrong, Pearl Bailey, Nat King Cole, Jelly Roll Morton, Art Tatum, Billy Eckstine, as well as Ellington himself. By day, U Street, with its black-owned banks, shops, and fraternal organizations, was a commercial hub; at night it throbbed with glamour and elegance. The neighborhood declined precipitously after the end of segregation in the 1950s made it possible for African Americans to buy homes in affluent areas of Washington and its suburbs. In 1968, the riots sparked by the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. further devastated the neighborhood.
develop.
Fashion designers also interpret clothing according to "the laws of gravity and human proportion dictate that..." Architecture's domination of space is widespread, while fashion's role in mediating space is generally regarded as secondary; yet fashion constitutes architecture's spatial and ideological equal.
thread.
creating a unifying gesture to unite the existing elements in a way that makes the connection an important mediator between the new and the old

eexisting.
heavy qualities of existing masonry walls

unite.
light gesture of a self-supported stair to unite disparate elements
fabric has a dual nature that allows it to be both a constructed and a flexible surface. Cloth is woven in two directions the warp and the weft which give the individual elements of thread a united structural capacity. The flexible structure that carries and defines the space around the stair has a similar nature to cloth. Structural columns are joined together by a weaving of smaller reinforcements that give the wall a stability while giving it freedom to react to forces within the new building and the old.

fluid yet solid form of the ending wall that parallels the threading gesture, retains the earth, and holds the function of the building

reinforce.
a steel structure surrounds the stair, supporting it as it moves upward and creating a transitional space that allows the structure to become an place
design as a progression through changeable space

progression.

transform.
turning ideas into reality

creation.
a final transformation from a two-dimesional surface to a three-dimensional object.

design.
referencing the old while making something new

foundation.
research and material

display.
fashion space is felt, seen, and travelled
A ribbon of circulation elements starts to develop as the stair moves upwards. Elements from the core wall extend outward to embrace the stair and move people from the world of movement to the world of rest. A core element starts to develop as it houses necessary functions such as storage space, an elevator, and bathrooms. The ribbon bends and serves as a tie, holding the two walls with their opposing natures together to create a whole building.
thread. This flexible structure provides a mediating barrier between the old and the new walls. The structure serves to stitch the five disparate walls together to create a unified whole. It responds to the force of the existing, expanding as it grows beyond existing boundaries. The stairs pass through the structure, providing an experience of transformation and movement that is symbolic of the design process. It seeks to gesture towards of a piece of cloth being transformed from an idea to a three-dimensional object. The structure at points is covered by horizontal strips that form the railing for the stair and creating a pattern of view.

existing. where walls meet, one gives way to the other, either establishing a greater sense of ruin or a reordering of the whole.

contain. The thick wall provides a gesture of ending to the existing walls. It becomes a retaining wall of program effectively restraining the school to a thin core, making the points where it is broken, meaningful.

wall to guide and enthrall to contain and hold
plane to lift above and hold to regulate the elements to allow light to enter

explain.
The space of the runway is held within the wall allowing it to be viewed by either an interior audience or an exterior audience. A symbolic transition occurs as one passes through the built form - a garment ceases to be new, it has been seen and is now a part of the past.

This space is defined by the folding of the vertical wall plane into the horizontal ceiling plane. The resultant deep structure houses the necessary ventilation systems and skylights while breaking down the scale of the space. The scaffolding-like structure draws an awareness to the volume of the unused space. Looms will occupy this space.

This is the last sewing space on the journey from design to creation. It is outfitted with machines that are expressly used for finishing garments. The room is in close proximity to the backstage room for the runway shows. It is the true beginning of the life of the garment.

The artificial landscape created from the act of digging down in to the earth creates an opportunity for hidden parking accessed by the side alley. Parking is provided, but most occupants in this area of the city use other public means of transportation. The stair takes a moment to rest and appreciate the wall and its construction.
A secondary means of circulation occurs as the wall is pulled away to define the sewing rooms at the point of transformation. At this point garments become ready for display and can be taken to the outside.

The space under the stairs is held by the structure provides and opportunity to hold fabrics and put them on display. The volume of the library space below extends up to hold the fabric library, while the structure of the stair holds the cloth.

Branching off from the design space, as the wall turns it provides a place to put output equipment and as it passes through the wall it becomes a critique space where designs are visible to people passing by on the street.

The topmost level of the stair represents the last step of the design process where the garment is still two-dimensional before it enters the three-dimensional world. The cutting space is lit by skylights over work tables. A level change occurs as the wall pulls away to represent the transformation in the clothing process as the garment starts to get stitched together. Heavier machines are on the topmost level and get more specialized on lower levels as the garment nears completion.
experience.
The old walls provide a backdrop and opportunity to display completed works in a gallery setting. The existing windows and doors are removed from the facade, creating a courtyard and sense of transition before entering the gallery. Both historical pieces and contemporary pieces can be displayed because in the constantly changing world of fashion, the moment something is created, it is outdated.
The structure of the stair becomes the basis for the definition of the library. Additional structural ties form the bookcases reinforcing the role of the flexible stair wall as a mediator between the old and the new. The library will contain both contemporary works and older volumes.
transition.
creating a common space to mediate between commercial and residential old and new while providing an opportunity to involve the community in the life of the school
Terracing provides a way to journey down to the street while also providing the opportunity for informal shows.
parallel relationships.
designing a building like a piece of clothing

the existing walls and the city are the fabric

the stairs become the stitch that unites the fabric of the walls

the opposing wall is a solid that voids are subtracted from

to create the spaces that hold the program of the school.

the structure holds the stair and becomes reinforcement and a mediator between the existing and the new.

a piece of fabric is chosen to make a garment

strategically placed stitches unite the layers of material

all miscellaneous pieces are removed to highlight the necessary

reinforcement stitches are placed to further structure the garment
Miyake’s basic principle for making clothes has always been the notion of creating an article of clothing from one piece of cloth. He explores the space between the human body and the fabric that covers it. He strikes a consistent balance between tradition and originality and craftsmanship and technology.
Similarities to Roman Costume-
The Byzantium costume derived much of its basis from the preceding Roman costume. With a simple, tight-fitting garment worn over the body, these garments were often times elaborately decorated. The garments were usually made of linen and silk, and were depicted in the mosaic of Halos around their heads. This was used to show their holiness.26

Detail of a Byzantine mosaic at Ravenna24

Byzantine 240 - 1063 A.D.

Last Line of Defense: Chainmail was a screen-like maneuverable piece of armor that lightweight compared to the heavy full body armor, it served as the last line of defense.33

The Portcullis was hung as free man, many traveled to the ever growing cities making of these colloquial fabrics. The higher classes began making their clothing at home. Much in this same time period, knights were wearing a suit of armor known as chainmail. The fabric was made to look like armor and was a portable screen to protect the knight from harm.43

Example of upper body chain mail 41

The full body armor, it served as the last line of defense for the knights body.32

The Portcullis was hung as free man, many traveled to the ever growing cities making of these colloquial fabrics. The higher classes began making their clothing at home. Much in this same time period, knights were wearing a suit of armor known as chainmail. The fabric was made to look like armor and was a portable screen to protect the knight from harm.43

Example of upper body chain mail 41

Secular Architecture of the Middle Ages 1078-1385 A.D.

Typical design of a motte and bailey castle42

As the population became more mobile, the cities became more fortified with systems such as the motte and bailey. A central castle was raised on a hilltop then was surrounded very well protected by a system called a motte and bailey. A very important architectural trend of the middle ages was the use of the castle as a defense and the use of stone to build fortifications.23
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Community Centers of the Middle Ages

Primarily a focus of the Middle Ages was the community. The cities were growing larger and larger, and this growth was reflected in the development of the community. The community centers were used for religious, social, and cultural activities. The community centers were also used for political activities.24
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Secular Architecture of the Middle Ages 1078-1385 A.D.

Design of a portcullis43
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develop.model.understand.visualize.evolve

a continuous modelling dialogue facilitates an understanding of space, form, and context

a true project never ends